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The COVID Modeling Team

● Originated in early days of the pandemic.  

● Original question: can group-testing enable nation-wide asymptomatic 
screening?

● Eventually question became more focused: can asymptomatic screening be 
leveraged to safely reopen Cornell in the fall?







Key Idea: Do frequent asymptomatic screening

● Test all members of a community for the virus on a regular schedule, 
regardless of whether they show symptoms.

● This allows more social contact within the community compared to a full 
lockdown -- in the context of Cornell, lets us safely reopen campus.

● Requires massive test capacity. This is enabled via group testing.



What is Group Testing 

Cleary, Brian, et al. "Using viral load and epidemic dynamics to optimize pooled testing in 
resource-constrained settings." Science translational medicine 13.589 (2021).



How does the virus spread without asymptomatic 
screening?
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Index case calls doctor, is tested, then isolated by health department
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The infections we miss can keep spreading 
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Why asymptomatic screening is more effective than 
contact tracing alone
1. Asymptomatic screening tests carriers who might be missed by contact 

tracing
2. Carriers are most infectious before becoming symptomatic
3. Many carriers (~50%) never become symptomatic,

especially among young people



Summer 2020: what is our model and how do we quantify 
uncertainty?



Simulated trajectory



Parameter uncertainty



Parameters significantly impact simulation outcome



Summer 2020: how do we make principled decisions in 
light of this uncertainty?

We will focus on 2 key questions:

1. Should we reopen
2. How frequently should we test?



Question 1: Should we reopen?

Key tradeoff: If we reopen,

● More students return to Ithaca
● Better ability to enforce compliance with social distancing, mask wearing, 

surveillance testing

Metrics:

● Infections and Hospitalizations in the Cornell and Greater Ithaca communities



Parameter uncertainty created a chance things would go 
badly

Cornell Infections, sampling parameters from the prior



But, under plausible pessimistic parameter configs, 
shutting down would have been worse

● Based on surveys & leases 
signed with landlords, several 
thousand undergraduates 
seemed likely to return to 
Ithaca, even with virtual 
instruction only

● Asymptomatic screening 
would have been be hard to 
mandate and enforce for these 
students

● For parameters with 
uncontrolled spread under 
residential instruction, there is 
also uncontrolled spread under 
virtual instruction 



Even with few undergraduates returning in a virtual scenario, 
a decrease in test compliance can create many infections



Question 2: How frequently should we test people?

Key tradeoff: Testing is expensive and we have a finite capacity. What is the best 
way to allocate this scarce resource?

Metrics: Want to have an ‘efficient’ allocation that we can actually implement

Idea: Let’s use our model to evaluate many potential policies



Screening should be targeted
● Each point corresponds to a test 

policy (every group has a test 
frequency e.g. 2x / week)

● We enumerate options & use model 
to estimate number of infections and 
variance



Fall 2020: What did we do once we had data?



Contact tracing helps us understand the transmission 
network 



Parameters estimated directly from data

● Rate of infections imported from outside Ithaca
● Contact tracing effectiveness
● Test compliance
● ...



Calibration - by analogy with linear regression



High-level takeaways

● Prediction accuracy is not always the goal. Instead: make a good decision.

● Modeling & uncertainty quantification provide a principled approach to  
making complex decisions.



What made it all possible

Thank you to

● University leadership
● Animal Health Diagnostic Lab, staff at Cornell Health, volunteers at testing 

centers
● All students
● Ithaca for being in the middle of nowhere




